INTRODUCTION
In this paper we obtain optimal bounds for the maximal length A,(n) of an (n, 4) Davenport-Schinzel sequence (a DS(n, 4) sequence in short), and then extend them to improve and almost tighten the lower and upper bounds for n,(n), s > 4. A DS(n, s) sequence, U= (u,, . . . . u,) is a sequence composed of n distinct symbols which satisfies the following two conditions:
1. Vi-cm, ui#ui+,. 2. There do not exist s + 2 indices 1~ i, < i2 . . . < i, + z < m such that and a#b.
Ui, = Ui) = ui, = _. . = a, Ui, = ui, = ui, = . . . =b We refer to s as the order of the sequence U. We write 1 UI = m for the length of the sequence U; thus A,(n) = max ( J UJ: U is a DS(n, s) sequence >.
Davenport-Schinzel
sequences have turned out to be of central significance in computational and combinatorial geometry and related areas and have many applications in diverse areas including motion planning, shortest path, visibility, transversals, Voronoi diagrams, arrangements, and many more; see [At, BS, Cl, 
CS, ES, EGS, GSS, HS, KS, LS, OSY, PS, PSS, SS, WS]
. It is shown [At] that DS(n, s) sequences provide a combinatorial characterization of the lower envelope of n continuous univariate functions, each pair of which intersect in at most s points. Thus n,(n) is the maximum number of connected portions of the graphs of n such functions which constitute their lower envelope. Since minimization of functions is a central operation in many geometric and other combinatorial problems, sharp estimates of n,(n) yield sharp and often near-optimal bounds for the complexity of these problems. This, combined with the highly non-trivial and surprising form of the bounds on n,(n), as given below, makes Davenport-Schinzel sequences a very powerful and versatile tool.
The problem of estimating A,(n) has been studied by several authors [DS, Da, RS, Sz, At, HS, Shl, Sh2] . It is easy to show that l,(n) = n and A,(n) =2n -1. Hart and Sharir [HS] have shown that A,(n)= B(na(n)). Here a(n) is a functional inverse of Ackerman& function and is very slowly growing. For higher order sequences, the best known upper bounds are due to Sharir [Shl] and have the form A,(n) = O(na(n)"(a(n)s-')) for 324 and the best known lower bounds are [ShZ] A zs+ ,(n) = Q(n(a(W) for 322.
Thus for $24 there has still been a gap between the lower and upper AGARWAL, SHARIR, AND SHOR bounds for L,(n). In this paper we first establish tight upper and lower bounds for L,(n) and then obtain sharp, and almost tight, upper and lower bounds for n,(n) for higher values of s, by generalizing the techniques used in the case of L,(n).
The main results of this paper are (i) The maximal length of a DS(n, 4) sequence is l,(n) = @(n * 2"'"').
(ii) An upper bound on the maximal length of a DS(n, s) sequence is L(n) G 1 n . p(n))(s-*'/2+ C, (n) if s is even n .2(.(n))("-))'Zlos(a(n)) + C*(n) if sis odd, where C,(n) is a function of x(n) and s. For a fixed value of s, C,(n) is asymptotically smaller than the first term of the exponent and therefore for sufficiently (and extremely) large values of n the first term of the exponent dominates.
(iii) A lower bound on the maximal length of a DS(n, s) sequence of an even order is A,(n) = s2(n. 2 K~(c+I))(~-~'~* + Qs(n, ) where K, = (((s -2)/2)!)- ' and Q,(n) is a polynomial in x(n) of degree at most (s -4)/2.
Thus our lower and upper bounds are much closer than the previous bounds although they are still not tight. For even s they are almost identical except for the constant K, and the lower order additive terms C,(n), Q,(n), appearing in the exponents. For odd s the gap is more "substantial."
The proofs are fairly complicated and involve a lot of technical details. For the sake of exposition, we first present the derivation of the tight bounds for n,(n), which gives the general flavor of the techniques used in establishing the bounds, but is relatively much simpler. Then we generalize these techniques for higher values of s. Another reason for considering J,(n) separately is that we solve the recurrence relation that gives an upper bound for n,(n) in a slightly more "efficient" way, which enables us to get tight bounds, while for general values of s, where no such refinement could be obtained, the proofs are slightly different. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give the upper bounds for J.,(n); in Section 3, we construct a class of DS(n, 4) sequences and prove that their length is G?(n .2a@"); in Section 4, we prove the upper bounds for general values of s and finally in Section 5, we establish our lower bounds for higher values of s. The proofs introduce and exploit several variants of Ackermann's functions. A large technical part of the proofs involves derivation of various properties of these functions. These derivations have been grouped into several appendices at the end of the paper.
THE UPPER BOUND FOR A,(n)
The best previously known upper bound for n,(n) was O(n .IX(~)~(~("))), as follows from [Shl] . In this section we improve his bound by showing that n,(n) = O(n .2"'"').
Decomposition of DS-Sequences into Chains
We begin by reviewing some definitions and facts from [Shl] . DEFINITION. Let U be a DS(n, s) sequence, and let 1 d t <s. A t-chain c is a contiguous subsequence of U which is a Davenport-Schinzel sequence of order t. Given n, s, t, and U as above, we partition U into disjoint t-chains, proceeding from left to right in the following inductive manner. Suppose that the initial portion (ui, . . . . ZQ) of U has already been decomposed into t-chains. The next t-chain in our partitioning is then the largest subsequence of U of the form (uj+ i, . . . . ZQ) which is still a Davenport-Schinzel sequence of order t. We refer to this partitioning as the canonical decomposition of U into t-chains, and let m = m,(U) denote the number of t-chains in this decomposition.
The problem of obtaining good upper bounds for the quantities pJn) = max{m,( U): U is a DS(n, s) sequence} seems quite hard for general s and t. Sharir [Shl] has proved the following result:
LEMMA 2.1. ,as,+ I(n) dn and p,,,-2(n) < 2n -1.
The above result shows, in particular, that a DS(n, 4) sequence can be decomposed into at most 2n -1 2-chains. LEMMA 2.2. Given a DS(n, 4) sequence U composed of m 2-chains, we can construct another DS(n, 4) sequence U' composed of m l-chains such that (17'1 >j(IUl -m).
ProoJ Replace each 2-chain c by a l-chain c' composed of the same symbols of c in the order of their leftmost appearances in c. Since AGARWAL, SHARIR, AND SHOR n,(n) = 2n -1, we have lc'l > 4 ICI + $. Take the concatenation of all these l-chains, erasing each first element of a chain that is equal to its preceding element. The resulting sequence U' is clearly a DS(n, 4) sequence composed of at most m l-chains, whose length is I U'I >/ $ I U) + m/2 -m = f(lV -ml. I DEFINITION.
Let n, m, and s be positive integers. We denote by !Pt(m, n) the maximum length of a DS(n, s) sequence composed of at most m c-chains. If t = 1, we denote it by 'Y,(m, n) also. COROLLARY 2.3. k,(n) < 2Y4(2n -1, n) + 2n -1.
Proof. The proof directly follows from Lemma 2.1 and 2.2. i
The main result of this section is that Y4(m, n) = O( (m + n) .2"(")). This upper bound for !&(m, n) in conjunction with Corollary 2.3 gives the desired uper bound for L,(n).
Some Properties of Ackermann's Function and Related Functions
Before proving the main result, we prove certain properties of Ackermann's function and some auxiliary functions which we need in establishing the desired upper bound. For a more basic review of Ackermann's function see [HS] .
We first review the definition of Ackermann's function. Let JV be the set of positive integers 1,2, . . . . Given a function g from a set into itself, denote by g("' the composition g 0 g 0 . . . 0 g of g with itself s times, for s E JV. Define inductively a sequence {Ak}pz r of functions from JV into itself as follows:
for all n E JV. Note that for all k > 2, the function A, satisfies
n 2 2.
-2
In particular A,(n) = 2" and A,(n) = 2'-with n 2's in the exponential tower. Finally, Ackermann's function is defined as:
For any (weakly) monotone function g: JV' + JV its functional inverse y(n) is defined as r(n) = min{j: g(j) > n}.
Let CQ and a denote the functional inverses of Ak and A, respectively. Then for all n E X, the functions a,Jn) are given by the recursive formula that is, a,Jn) is the number of iterations of ak-1 needed to go from n to 1.
All the functions a,(n) are non-decreasing and converge to infinity with their argument. The same holds for a(n) too, which grows more slowly than any of the a,Jn).
The following property, which follows immediately from the above definitions, will be used in the sequel a,(&) G a(n). (2.1) In the following lemmas we prove some more properties of A,(n) and other auxiliary functions j?,Jn) defined below. The proofs of these lemmas are given in the Appendix 1 as these proofs are somewhat technical and they are not required in the proofs of the main lemmas.
LEMMA 2.4. For all k 2 1, A,(2) = 4 and A,(3) 2 2k.
The above lamma implies that ak(4)=2 and a,(k)<a,(2k) < 3 for all k > 1. We use these results in the next lemma.
LEMMA 2.5. For all n 2 1, a,(,)+,(n) < 4. LEMMA 2.6. For all k > 4 and s > 3, 2Akc3) < Ak-l(log(A&))). LEMMA 2.7. Let &Jn) be 2"k("). Then for k 2 3, n > Ak+ ,(4), min{s'>1:5~"(n)<Ak+,(4)}<2~ak+l(n)-2.
We define a sequence of functions /?,Jn) which are related to the inverse Ackermann functions as follows:
Bk(n) = minis> 1: (ak-I ./Ik-,)(S) (n)<64}.
The functions P,Jn) are non-decreasing and converge to infinity with their argument. Note that /Is(n) = min{s Z 1: (rlogJ')(") (n) G 64).
AGARWAL, SHARIR, AND SHOR
In the next lemma we give an upper bound on /Ik(n) which shows that they grow at the same rate as a,Jn).
LEMMA 2.8. For all k 2 1, n > 2, p,Jn) < 2a,(n).
2.3. Upper Boundfor 'Y,(m, n) In this subsection we establish an upper bound on the maximal length Ya(m, n) of an (n, 4) Davenport-Schinzel sequence composed of at most m l-chains. The following lemma is a refinement of Proposition 4.1 of [Shl 1. A symbol will be called external if it is not internal to any layer. Suppose that there are ni internal symbols in Layer Li and n* external symbols (thus n* + Cf= 1 ni = n).
To estimate the total number of occurrences in U of symbols that are internal to Li, we proceed as follows. Erase from Li all external symbols. Next scan L, from the left to right and erase each element which has become equal to the element immediately preceding it. This leaves us with a sequence LF which is clearly a DS(n,, 4) sequence consisting of at most mi l-chains, and thus its length is at most YJmi, n,). Moreover, if two equal internal elements in Li have become adjacent after erasing the external symbols, then these two elements must have belonged to two distinct l-chains, thus the total number of deletions of internal symbols is at most mi-1.
Hence, summing over all layers, we conclude that the total contribution of internal symbols to 1 UI is at most m-b+ 1 yd(mi,ni).
i=l
We estimate the total number of occurrences of external symbols in two parts. For each layer Li, call an external symbol a middle symbol if it neither starts in Li nor ends in Li. If an external symbol is not a middle symbol, call it an end symbol. An external symbol appears as an end symbol exactly in two layers. First we estimate the contribution of middle symbols. For each layer Li erase all internal symbols and end symbols and if necessary, also erase each occurrence of a middle symbol which has become equal to the element immediately preceding it. The above process deletes at most mi--1 middle symbols. Let us denote the resultant sequence by LT.
We claim that LT is a DS(pi, 2) sequence, where pi is the number of distinct symbols in LT. Suppose the contrary; then L,? has a subsequence of the form in which each of the first and last pairs may appear in reverse order. But this alternation of length 26 contradicts the fact that U is a DS(n, 4) sequence. Therefore, LT is a DS(pi, 2) sequence. Thus, the concatenation of all sequences L*, with the additional possible deletions of any first element of LT which happens to be equal to the last element of Li*_ 1, is a DS(n*, 4) sequence V composed of b 2-chains, and it follows from Lemma 2.2 that we can replace this sequence by another DS(n*, 4) sequence V* composed of b l-chains so that 1 VI < 2 ) V* 1 + b. Hence, the contribution of middle symbols to 1 UI is at most 2Y4(b,n*)+m+b. Now, we consider the contribution of end symbols. For each layer Li, erase all internal symbols and middle symbols and if necessary also erase each occurrence of an end symbol if it is equal to the element immediately preceding it. We erase at most mi -1 end symbols. Let us denote the resultant sequence by L". Let qi be the number of distinct symbols in L,? . We claim that L,? is a DS(q,, 3) sequence. 
AGARWAL, SHARIR, AND SHOR
Since b is an external symbol, it also appears in a sequence b,! other than L,?. But then U has an alternation of length six which 1s impossible. Hence, L# is a DS(q,, 3) sequence consisting of m, l-chains, so its length is at most YY,(mi, qi). Summing over all the layers, the contribution of the end symbols is at most
But an external symbol appears as an end symbol only in two layers, therefore cf=, qi = 2n*. Hence, the total contribution of external symbols is at most 2m+b+2Yd(b,n*)+Y,(m,2n*).
Thus, we obtain the asserted inequality:
We use Eq. (2.2) repeatedly to obtain the above upper bounds for k=2, 3, . . . . At each step we choose b appropriately and estimate Yb(b, n*) using a technique similar to that in [HS] and [Shl] . At the kth step we refine the bound of YY,(m, 2n*) using the inequality Yx(m, n) < 4km. ak(m) + 2kn obtained in [HS] .
We proceed by double induction on k and m. Initially k = 2, m > 1, and Pk(m) = ak(m) = ri0g ml. Choose b = 2, m, = Lm/2_1, m2 = rm/2l in the equation (2.2), Yr,(b, n*) = 'y,(2, n*) = 2n* for all n*, and ydm, 2n*) G 8mrlog ml + 8n*, 
Since clearly b <m, we have
Since each mi < m, by inductive hypothesis (for k -1 and mj) Eq. (2.3) becomes
The value of fik(mi) can be estimated as
because Cp=, mi = m and n* + Cf'=, ni = n. 1 THEOREM 2.11. Yd(m, n) = 0( (m + n) .2*(")).
Proof:
By Lemma 2.8, j3,Jm) 6 2a,(m), therefore
Choose k = m(m) + 1. By Lemma 2.5, a,(,,,)+ ,(m) < 4. Substituting this value of k in the above inequality we get
(2.4) Therefore, Corollary 2.3 therefore yields:
THE LOWER BOUND FOR A,(n)
In this section we establish the matching lower bound for &(n) = s2(n. 2"(")) which improves the previous bounds given by [Sh2] .
Our construction is based on a doubly inductive process which somewhat resembles that of [WS] . In this construction we use a sequence of functions F,(m) which grow faster than A,(m) but nevertheless asymptotically at the same rate.
The functions F,(m) and Their Properties
Define inductively a sequence { Fk}pc, of functions from the set JV to itself as follows:
Here are some properties of F,(m).
(P.l) (P.3k(P.5) are proved in Appendix 2. We will also use an auxiliary sequence { Nk 1 .t?> 1 of functions defined on the integers as follows:
The Sequence S,(m)
We use a doubly inductive construction similar to that of n,(n). That is, for each pair of integers k, m > 1 we define a sequence S,(m) so that The doubly inductive definition of Sk(m) proceeds as follows:
is regarded in Sk(l) as 2k-1 fans of size (and length) 1. III.
To obtain Sk(m) for k > 1, m > 1, we proceed as follows. (d) For each /I < Fk-,(F,(m -l)), merge the /?th expanded fan of the modilied S* with the (2/I-1)th and the (2B)th copies of S', by inserting the ath element of the first half (resp. the second half) of the fan into the middle place of the ath fan of the (2fi-1)th (resp. the (2fl)th) copy of S', for each a < F,(m -l), thereby duplicating the formerly middle element of each of these fans. (e) S,(m) is just the concatenation of all these modified copies of S'. As to condition (ii), the inductive construction and definition of F,(m) imply that S,(m) is the concatenation of F,(m) fans. That each fan consists of m distinct symbels and has the required form also follows from the inductive construction of the sequences.
As to condition (iii), we first observe that no pair of adjacent elements of S,(m) can be identical. Indeed, by the induction hypothesis this is the case for each copy of s' and for S *. The only duplications of adjacent elements which are effected by our construction is of the middle elements of all the fans of the copies of S' and of S*. However, in S,(m), an element of S* is inserted between the two duplicated appearances of the middle element of each fan of any copy of S', and the two duplicated appearances of the middle element of a fan of S* are inserted into two different fans in two different copies of S'. Thus S,(m) contains no pair of adjacent equal elements.
We also claim that S,(m To bound this from below, we will obtain an upper bound on N,(m)/F,(m), as follows. for j>l.
Proof: By Theorem 3.2, (the limit of the last infinite product is easily seen to be positive). 1 THEOREM 3.4. A,(n) = l2(n .2"'")).
Proof: Put j? = I'&"_ r (1 -l/2'). Clearly 0 < /3 < 1. Theorem 3.2 and property (P.7) imply Nk( 1) < Fk( 1) < Ak(5) for all k 3 3. Hence for each ka5 we have so that cl(nk) 6 k. On the other hand, the sequence {&}k, 1 is easily seen to converge to infinity. Thus, for any given n, we find k such that nk<n<fl,+,.
Assume without loss of generality that k > 4. Put t = Lnfnk_l SO that Clearly,
But a(n)da(n,+,)<k+l so that k>a(n)-1, and we thus have i.,(n)Z$n-2"'"' for all n 2 N4( 1). For smaller values of n we have a(n) 6 5, j? c i, SO we have to show that L,(n) 2 3n, which is easily checked to hold for all n 2 3. For n = 1, 2 the asserted inequality is trivial, thus we have for each n > 1, AGARWAL, SHARIR, AND SHOR COROLLARY 3.5. A,(n)= Q(n .2"'")).
Proqf. The above relation immediately follows from the results of Theorems 2.12 and 3.4. 1
THE UPPER BOUNDS FOR n,(n)
In this section we extend the approach of Section 2 upper bounds for n,(n). In particular, we show that
where C,(n) satisfies the bound if sis even if sis odd, (4.1)
A more precise definition of C,(n) is given in (4.4). In [DS, At] , it has been proved that l,(n)< (n(n-1)/2)s+ 1. For n ~4 and s > 3 we can directly verify that #qn) < n . p"H'J-'*+ Cs(n) For 4 <n < 16 we have cr(n) 2 2 and l,(n) < 8s. n = 23 +'w . n <n. 2 a-3)'*+ 3 +s < n . 2(a(,))'~-3)~~ + C,(n).
Thus for n < 16, A,(n) satisfies the desired inequality. Therefore, we restrict our attention to n > 16. It can be easily verified that the above inequality holds for s = 3 and s = 4. For s = 3, Hart and Sharir [HS] proved that A,(n) < 52 ona = n . pm2 + h3(Mn)) < n .26 + lorrfdn)) = n .2logMn))+ C3(H) For s = 4, Eq. (2.4) actually gives, for n > 16,
For s > 4, we prove the desired upper bound (4.1) for J,(n) by induction on s.
In this section, apart from the Ackermann's function, we need some more functions defined in terms of a(n). Let { fs}S, 2 be a sequence of functions defined on M by r,(n) = (a(n))(s-2)'2 if s iseven
Therefore, r,(n) = 1, r,(n)= log(a(n)) and for all s 24, r,(n) = rs-2(n)-a(n).
We define {C,(n)},, 3 as Note that for each fixed n, (ZIS(n)},,, is increasing and for each fixed s, {ns (n>>,2l is also increasing. From the definition of n,(n) it follows that to prove the desired upper bound for A,(n), we have to show that k,(n) < n. n,(n). (m, n) In this subsection we establish an upper bound on the maximal length YJ(m, n) (4.7)
Upper Bounds for YS
i=l Proof: The proof given in Lemma 2.9 can be extended to handle the general case. Let U be a DS(n, s)-sequence consisting of at most m l-chains c1 , . . . . c, such that 1 UI = YS(m, n). Partition the sequence into b layers (i.e., disjoint contiguous subsequences) L, , . . . . Lb so that the layer Li consists of mi chains. Call a symbol a internal or external as in Lemma 2.9. Suppose there are ni internal symbols in layer L,, and n* external symbols (thus n* + Cp= 1 ni = n).
Using the same argument as in Lemma 2.9 we can show that the total contribution of internal symbols to 1 UI is at most m-b+ i YS(mi,ni).
i=l
We bound the total number of occurrences of external symbols in three parts instead of two as in Lemma 2.9. For each layer L,, call an external symbol a a starting symbol if its first (i.e., leftmost) occurrence is in Li, an ending symbol if its last (i.e., rightmost) occurrence is in Li, and a middle symbol if it is neither a starting nor an ending symbol. An external symbol appears as a starting symbol or an ending symbol exactly in one layer. First we estimate the total number of occurrences of middle symbols. For each layer Li erase all internal symbols, starting symbols and ending symbols. Also erase each occurrence of a middle symbol which has become equal to the element immediately preceding it (there are at most mi-1 such erasures). Let us denote the resultant sequence by Lt.
By generalizing the argument given in the proof of Lemma 2.9, it can be easily shown that L) is a DS(pi, s -2) sequence. Thus the concatenation of all sequences Li*, with the additional possible deletions of any first element of LF which happens to be equal to the last element of Li*_ , , is a DS(n*, s) sequence composed of b (s-2)-chains, and therefore the contribution of the middle symbols is at most !P-'(6, n*) + m. Now, consider the contribution of the starting external symbols. For each layer LF , erase all internal symbols, middle symbols, and ending symbols and if necessary also erase each occurrence of a starting symbol if it is equal to the element immediately preceding it. The above process deletes at most mi-1 starting symbols. Let us denote the resultant sequence by L,? . Let qi be the number of distinct symbols in L,?. We claim that L# is a DS(q,, s -1) sequence. , they also appear in some layers after L,?. But then U contains an alternation of a and b having length s + 2, which is impossible. Hence L# is a DS(q,, s-1) sequence consisting of mi l-chains, so its length is at most 'P-,(m,, qi). Summing over all the layers, the contribution of starting symbols is at most .
But an external symbol appears as a starting symbol only in one layer, therefore I"= i qi = n *. Hence the total contribution of starting symbols is bounded by m + !P-,(m, n*).
Since the ending symbols are symmetric to the starting symbols, the same bound holds for the number of appearances of ending symbols also. Therefore the total contribution of the external symbols is bounded by Note that in the above proof, we estimate the contribution of external symbols in three parts instead of two as in Lemma 2.9. The reason is that while the treatment of starting and ending external symbols as a single case can be extended to even values of s, it fails for odd values, because the resulting sequence Lx might be of order s rather than s -1; e.g., if a is a starting symbol and b is an ending symbol, then it is possible that a and b have s + 1 alternations in the layer Li (starting with a and ending with b). That is why, in general, partitioning the external symbols into two parts is not enough. Also the extra overhead for even values of s is negligible.
The proof of our upper bound proceeds by induction on s. The base cases s = 3 and s = 4 have already been discussed above. Let s > 4 and suppose the upper bound holds for each t < s, i.e., n,(n) <n . II,(n). Before giving the solution of Eq. (4.7), we bound Yl(m, n) in terms of YS(m, n). LEMMA 4.2. Let m, n 2 1 and 3 < t < s be integers; then !P:(m, n) < n,(n). YS(m, n) + (m -1) .l7,(n).
Proof: This lemma is basically a generalization of Lemma 2.2. Let U be a DS(n, s) sequence composed of m t-chains and having maximal length. Replace each chain ci of U by the l-chain c,! composed of the same symbols in the order of their leftmost appearance in ci. Since by the inductive hypothesis n,(n) <n. ZZ,(n), we have Ici( < Ic!l . II,(n). Construct another sequence U' by concatenating all the l-chains cl and erasing each first symbol of cf which is equal to its immediately preceding element. It is clear that U' is a DS(n, s) sequence composed of at most m l-chains and its length is at least x7 ' 1 [cl1 -(m -1) . Therefore ysu,(my n)2 II,(n) i= * L.
5 Icil -(m -1).
But, Yi(m, n)=Cy=l ICi(* Thus
YXm, n) d n,(n). YAm, n) + (m -1). II,(n). 1 COROLLARY 4.3.
A,(n)< ~~(2n-l,n).n,-,(n)+(2n-2).17,-,(n) where &(n) and 4(n) are defined recursively as 4(n) = 4 ~~(n)=217,_,(n).~~-,(n)+(n,-,(n)+4) (4.10)
S(n) = 5ns-,(n) S(n)=n,_,(n).~~-,(n)+2~~-,(n). (4.11)
Proof: !PJm, n) < A,(n), therefore YS',-,(m, n*) <n* .l7-,(n*). If we replace 'Pus,(m, n*) by this bound in Eq. (4.7) and also replace 'P-'(b, n*) by the right-hand side of the bound of Lemma 4.2, we get !Ps(m,n)~17~,(n*)~Ys(b,n*)+(b-1)~17,~,(n*)+4m + 2n* .I7-I(n*) + i !PJ(mi, n,).
(4.12) i= 1
We use Eq. (4.12) repeatedly to obtain the desired bound for k = 2, 3,.... At each step we choose b appropriately and estimate 'Y,(b, n*) using a technique similar to Lemma 2.10.
We proceed by double induction on k and m. Initially k= 2, and cl,Jm) = rlog ml for m 2 1. 4(n)~617,-,(n)'(n,-,(n))k-2. (4.14)
Proof.
It is not diflicult to see that a recurrence relation of the form
has the solution
The recursive definition of Rk(n) given in (4.10) has the same form with a = 217,-,(n), b = (n,-,(n) + 4), and c = 4. Therefore, But for x>5, (x+4)/(2x-1)~ 1. Since n,-,(n)>5, we get
Similarly, the recursive delinition of 4(n) given in (4.11) also has the same form with a=I7,-,(n), b=2l7-,(n), and c=5Z7-,(n). Hence
4(n)~55ns-,(n).(n,-2(n))k-2+
Cw-*(n))k-2-11 .2ns_,(n).
in,-,-1,
Since n,-,(n)>4, 2/[17,-,(n)-l] < 1, we get 4(n)~6ns-,(n)'(n,-,(n))k~2. 1 THEOREM 4.6. For s > 2, n 3 1,
If we substitute k = a(n) in (4.9) we get ~su,(w n) G K(")(n) *m%(,)(m) + %n,(n) *n. Now we can use Corollary 4.3 to bound A,(n). Substitute the above value of 'Y,(m, n) in Eq. (4.8):
+n,_,(n). ~~~,,(n) .n+(2n-2).n,-,(n).
For k > 2, a,(2n) < (I + 1) and a,(,)(n) < a(n), so we have W) Gn -fls-,(n).
C29&,W. (a(n) + 1) +4(,,(n) + 21
d n * 17,-*(n) * [49&,(n) . a(n) + %',(n,(n)l.
After substituting the values of F&)(n) and 9&,,(n) from (4.13) and (4.14), the above inequality becomes n,(n)~n.n,_,(n).[4.5(2f7,_2(n))"'"'~2.a(n)
Since for all s > 4, n,_,(n)~~~(n)=2*("'+', we get n,(n)~n.Cr;ls-z(n))"'"'.n,-I(n).
[5a(n)/28 + 61
But for n > 16, Z7-z(n) 2 n,(n) = 64a(n), therefore n,(n)~n-(n,_2(n))a(n).17,_,(n)=n.25.
Putting the value of IZ, _ 1 and l7, _ 2 from (4.6) we get
But by definition, I';(n). a(n) = ri+ ,(n), therefore
Thus, we get the desired upper bound for L,(n). 1 AGARWAL,SHARIR,AND SHOR COROLLARY 4.7. For s > 2 and for sufficiently large n, A,(n)=n.2 r,(n), (l+41)) Proof. We have already shown that the above equality holds for s < 4. Therefore, we assume that s > 4. By the definition of r,, for all i < s, Thus so that
=n .2rs("w+o(l)) which completes the proof. 1
Remarks.
(i) The above proof of the upper bound is similar to the one given by Shark in [Shl] . The main difference between the two proofs is that he estimated the contribution of the external symbols by dividing them into two parts: starting symbols and non-starting symbols while we divide them into three parts starting, middle, and ending which allows us to write 'Y,(m, n) in terms of !P-,(b, n*) instead of Y+ ,(b, n*). Since we go two steps down at a time instead of one, we get a new a(n) term in the exponent only after increasing the value of s by 2 instead of every step. Moreover, in our bounds, we do not have any log(a(n)) term for even values of s; i.e., the base of the exponent in this case is 2, not a(n).
(ii) Note that in Eq. (4.12) we approximate !P-l(m, n) to A,-,(n) instead of substituting the bound achieved from (4.12) inductively as we do in the case of s= 4. If we substitute 'Pusl(m, n) by (4.12) instead of approximating it to A,-,(n), we can improve the upper bound for A,(n) a little bit by optimizing the polynomial C,(n), however it does not affect the leading term and also as we will see in the next section, even then the bounds we obtain still do not match our lower bounds. Moreover, the proof also becomes much more complicated.
THE LOWER BOUNDS FOR n,(n)
In this section we establish the lower bounds for n,(n). We show that for n>A(7) and even s>6, where K,= (((s-2)/2)!)-l and Q, is a polynomial in a(n) of degree at most (s-4)/2 defined later in this section. These bounds improve significantly the previous lower bounds given by Sharir [Sh2] and almost match the upper bounds given in the previous section for even values of s.
The proof of this bound is quite similar to the proof of the lower bound for s = 4, only it is more complicated. Before we give the proof, we will need to define several functions which behave similarly to the Ackermann function and prove certain properties about them. We will then define a collection of Davenport-Schinzel sequences S;(m) of order s that realize our lower bounds.
The Functions F;(m), N",(m), c(m) and Their Properties
For the lower bounds we will need two classes of functions that grow faster than Ackermann's functions though roughly at the same rate. For s = 4, these formulas define the functions F,(m) and N,(m) that we used in the lower bounds for n,(n). We will now state several facts about the functions FL(m) and N",(m). Their proofs are given in Appendix 3. Notice that it is clear from the delinitions that these functions are always positive integers. Recall the product D, we used in the lower bound for s = 4. We will also need it in this bound, as well as some of its properties. The definition of D, was
Another function that we need is P(k, S) defined on positive integers k and even positive integers s as s/2-1 W, s)= 1 i=l where we define the binomial coeffkient (;) to be 0 if a < b. Ni(m)/F",(m) <rn. 2-P(kfs). We piove that the inequality holds for m, k, and s, assuming that it holds for m', k', and s' whenever s'<s, or k'< k and s'=s, or m'< m, k'= k, and s'=s. We must still relate the functions F; to the Ackermann's function. We will do this by using limit functions c(m) such that c(m) 2 F",(m) for all s. We define the limit function c(m) by c(m)=1 ma1
We will now show Proof. See Appendix 3 .for the proof. i
We will now need to prove various facts about the functions F". We will now define the Davenport-Schinzel sequences of order s that we will use to prove our lower bound. The sequences of order s will be indexed by two variables, k and m, and called F,(m). The sequence S;(m) will be composed of N",(m) symbols. As in the case s = 4, the sequence S;(m) will be a concatenation of F;(m) fans of size m, where a fan of size m is composed of m distinct symbols a,, u2, . . . . a, and has the form (ula*~~~u,-la,u,-, ... ~*a,), so its length is 2m -1. In our construction, we will be replacing fans in certain subsequences by Davenport-Schinzel sequences of order s -2. When we replace a fan by a sequence, the sequence will contain the same symbols as in the replaced fan, and the first appearance of these symbols in the sequence will be in the same order as it was in the fan.
We will define S;(m) for even s > 2 and integral k > 1, m > 1. The detinition of P,(m) proceeds inductively as I. S",(m)=(l2~~~m-1mm-1~~~21)fors>2,andm~1. II. Sf(m)=(12~~~m-lmm-l~~~2l)fork,m~l.
III.
To obtain S;( 1) for k > 1, s > 2 proceed as follows:
(a) Construct the sequence S' = Sk-1(W~:~(2k-')). S' has Fi-,(N;::(2k-')) fans, each of size Nsk::(2kP'). (b) Replace each fan of s' by the sequence S;Z:(~~-') using the same set of Ni1:(2~-') symbols as in the replaced fan, with the first appearance of symbols in the same order. . .. 2 l), which is the case when S:(m) is generated by method I or II in the definition. We must then prove that (iii) and (iv) hold when S;(m) is generated by method III or IV.
Consider first the case where S;(l) is obtained by method III. We must first show that SS, ( 1) is a Davenport-Schinzel sequence of order s. This is true because, by our induction hypothesis, property (iv) holds for the sequence SS,-i(N;1:(2~-')).
The sequence S;(l) is obtained by replacing every fan of this sequence by a sequence of order s -2 . Property (iv) for S:(l) follows trivially from property (iii) because all fans have size 1.
Consider next the case of F,(m), when obtained by method IV. We first show that it is a Davenport- of lengths s + 2, where a # b. If a and .b are both from S* there is no such alternating subsequence because, by property (iv) applied to the sequence S;-,(iV;~:(F;(rn -l))), S* is a Davenport-Schinzel sequence of order s with some elements duplicated. If a and b are both from S', there is no subsequence of length s+ 2 because s' is the concatenation of Davenport-Schinzel sequences of order s on pairwise disjoint sets of symbols, again with some elements duplicated. This leaves the case when a belongs to S' and b to S* (or vice versa; the proof for both cases is the same). We are safe here too because into each copy of the sequence SS, _ i(m -1) contained in s', we have only inserted either the ascending or the descending half of a fan of S*, and all the symbols in half of a fan are distinct. Thus, between two a's from the sequence S', there can only be one occurrence of b. We can thus get at worst the alternating subsequence b a b a 6.
We must now show property (iv): if every fan in S:(m) is replaced by some Davenport-Schinzel sequence of order s -2 on the same m symbols with their first appearances remaining in the same order, then the result is still a Davenport-Schinzel sequence of order s. We first show that no two adjacent elements are the same. For this, it suffices to show that the first element of every fan is not contained in the preceding fan. We show this by induction. It is clearly true for S;(m), S:(m), and S;(l). The first symbol in a fan in S:(m), m > 1, is the first symbol in the corresponding fan of the copy of S;(m -1) that it came from. The preceding fan either contains symbols from the previous copy of S;(m -1) or from the same copy of S,(m -1). In the first case, the two fans share no symbols from S'. In the second case, the first symbol of the fan is not in the preceding fan by our induction hypothesis (the preceding fan has been extended by an element of S*, not of S'). Thus, when every fan is replaced by a sequence of order s -2, two adjacent elements from different sequences of order s -2 cannot be the same. Two adjacent elements within a sequence cannot be the same by the definition of a Davenport-Schinzel sequence. Thus, no two adjacent elements are the same. The above proof fails for odd values of S. In particular, the last argument depends crucially on s being even, so that the alternating sequence of length s -1 starts and ends with a. Let n; = Ni( 1). Then, for k > 7, we have n;=Ni(l)GF;(l)
<A(k).
We first show that Ni( 1) > N; _ i( 1 ), since N~(l)=N",_,(N~Z:(2k-'))>N",_,(l).
Thus, for any n, we can find k such that n",<n<n;+,.
Put t = Ln/n; J, so t.n~,<n<(t+l)-n;<2t.n~. Now, using Lemma 5.1, n,(n)~t.n,(n;)~t.ls~ ( where Q, is a polynomial in a(n) of degree at most (s -4)/2 and K,= (((s-2)/2)!)-'.
If n 2 A(7), then we have a(n) < a(n;+ i) <k + 1. Since P is an increasing function of k, this gives
In this Appendix, we give the proofs of Lemmas 2.42.8. By Lemma 2.4, a,+,,(a(n)) < 3, therefore after applying a,(,) once more, accCnJ+ ,(n)<min{sa 1: a$,(4)= l} + 2.
But, by Lemma 2.4, a,J4) = 2. Therefore Ak-I(log(A&))) 2 MA,(s)) = Pkcs). I LEMMA 2.7. Let tk(n) be 2akin). Then for k 2 3, n 2 Ak+ ,(4), Proof: We first prove it for n having the form n = A,, 1(q) by induction on q. It is obvious for n = A, + i(4) as the left-hand side is 1. Let us assume it is true for all q'< q. Now consider n = Ak+ 1(q + 1). min{s'> 1: <:"(A /c+l(q+ l))GAk+1(4)) =min{s'a 1: gjS')(Ak(Ak+l(q)))~Ak+1(4)) =min{s'> 1: 51s')(2Ak+i(4))~Ak+,(4)) + 1 < min{s' B 1: [js"(A,(log(A,+ 1(q)))) < Ak+ ,(4)} + 1 (using Lemma 2.6)
For general values of n, Ak+l(ak+l(n)-l)<n~AA,+,(a,+,(n)) AGARWAL, SHARIR, AND SHOR and also ak+ r(n) = ak+ r(&+ ,(a*+ ,(n))). Therefore min{s'a 1: ~~"(n)<&+r(4)} <min{s'> 1: t;lS"(Ak+l(ak+,(n)))~Ak+,(4)} =2.ak+,(Ak+,(ak+,(n)))-2 =2'ak+l(n)-2. 1 LEMMA 2.8. For all k > 1, n > 2, flk(n) < 2'+(n).
Proof: For k< 2, it follows directly from the definition of fik(n). For k = 3, ~~(n)=min(s'~ 1: (a,-a,)("')(n)<64).
We first prove this for n of the form A,(q). For n = A,(2) =4 and n = A,(3) = 16, it is true as B,(n) is simply 1. Assume that it is true for some q 2 3; then j?,(A,(q+ l))=min(s'> 1: (log2)'""(A,(q+ 1))<64) = min{s' > 1: (log2)'"')(A2(A3(q))) < 64) = min{s' 2 1: (log2)'"')(A,(q). A,(q)) < 64) + 1 = min{s' 2 1: (log2)'""(4 log2 A,(q)) < 64) + 2.
For q = 3, A,(q) = 16 and therefore 4 log2 A,(q) = 64, which implies P3(A3(q + 1)) = 3 6 2 .a3(A3(q)).
For q > 3, log A,(q) > 16 and for x 2 16, 4x2 < 2"; therefore, P,(A,(q+ l))<min{s'> 1: (log2)'""(A,(q))<64} +2 = MA,(q)) + 2 G 2a3(4(q)) + 2 = %(A& + 1 )I.
For general values of n, A3(ah) -1) <n G A3(a3(n)) and a,(n)= a,(A,(a,(n))). Using the same argument as in the previous lemma we can show that fi3(n) <2a,(n).
For k > 3, n ,< A,(4) = Ak-l{Ak(3)), we have ak-,(n) < A,(3) and by induction hypothesis Bk-,(n) < 2A,(3). Hence ak-dn) .h-h) G 2A:(3).
But for k > 3, A,(3) 2 8 and for x 2 8, 2x2 < 2", hence q'ak-,(n)*Pk-,(fl) < 2m3) = 2Ak-1wm = yk-d4) (using Lemma 2.4) ~Ak-~(Ak-1(4))=Ak-, (5) and therefore
Thus for n d A,(4), Pk(n) < 2 which clearly implies the assertion. For n > A,(4) = A,-1(Ak(3)), we have /I,(n)=min{~'a 1: (ak-,.Bk-1)(S')(n)~64) = min{s'> 1: q -(Q-1 .Pk-,)(S')(n) d A,(4)) +min(z> I: (akel .Pk-I)(')(q)<64}.
By induction hypothesis, But as long as n'> A,(4), we have ak-1(n') > X&(3) > 8, so that ak-l(n')'Bkc-I(n')~2a:-,(n') < 2"'-"""= g,-,(n').
Therefore Bk(n) < minis 2 1: q' 3 <y?,(n) <A,(4)} +min{t>l:
(ak--l ./Ik-,)(')(q')G64j The last inequality follows from the fact that 3x< 2"12 for x=A,(m+2)>10. Now for k>3 and m=l, Therefore, p') < p-1(2") <Ak-,(22k+ 4).
Bur for k > 4, A,(4) 2 A3&(3)) 2 A&k) (by Lemma 2.4) =A,(A,(2k-l))>A,(2(2k-1)). In this Appendix, we provide proofs of some properties of the auxiliary functions used in obtaining the lower bounds for n,(n). Proof. We proceed using induction, This last step follows from the inequalities c-1(x) > 2" > 4x when x > 4 and k23 and c(x)a2k-l>4 when k>3. We will now show G(m) < A,(7m). This is easy for k = 1 and k = 2. For k > 3, we assume that it is true for k', m' when k' <k and when k' = k and m' < m. This gives ~(l)~~-I(FyI-,(~-1(~-1 (1)))) ~A~-I(~.A~-~(~*A~LI(~.A~LI(~)))) dAk-I(8.Ak-1(7.Ak-,(7.Ak-1(7)))) ~Ak~,(Ak--1(3+7.Ak--1(7.Ak-1(7)))) ~Ak-,(Ak--l(f6.Ak--1(7.Ak--1(7)))) ~A,-I(Ak-,(Ak--1(4+7.Ak--1(7)))) Similarly, for m > 1, we get ~(m)~~-,(~-,(~-,(~(m-1)))) ~A,-,(7.A,-,(7.Ak~1(7.Ak(7m-7)))) <A,-,(Ak-l(3+7.Ak-,(7.Ak(7m-7)))) ~A,_,(Ak-,(Ak-I(4+7.Ak(7m-7)))) (A, )))
=A,(h). 1
